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UNITED STATES ARMY INFANTRY BOARD
Fort Benning, Georgia

RKPORT OF A~k'WOJZCT NR 2''M' (TnAVEM)
SWRVICZ TEST OF )UZEA GR7•A•D HA rD TIOllEl

(DA PROJECT 505-04-001) (u) 19 March 1958

1. AUTHORITI.

a. Directive.-Ltr, ATDEY-3 471/51 (C) (27 May 57), Hq USCONARC,
27 May 57, subject: "Service Te.t of Fuze, Grenade, Hand, TIO1EI (U),"
as amended by Ltr, ATDEV-3 471/51 (%) (27 bay 57), Hq USCO 6AVO jun 57,
subjects "Service Test of Puze, Grenade, Hand, TOlEl (U)."

b. Puryose.--To dete,'mine the siitta"bility of the Fuze, Grenade,
Hand, TiOllEl, assembled in tha Gzenade, Rand, P rag=tation, M26AI
(Modified), for a.rmy use.

o. oe.--This project includes a temperate phaae, conducted
by the United States Army Infantry Board, and an arctic p1W.se, conducted
by the United States Army Arctic Test Board, Fort Greely, Alaska.

2. REFERJNCES.--(See Appendix !V.)

3. DESCRIPTIEON (W MATERIE.

a. Test Item. -- The Fuze, Grenade, Hand, T1O1lE1, hereinafter
referred to as the test item,, is a time faze consisting,, oY a fuze body

made of a one-piece casting which contains a pyrotechnic delay charge,
primer, striker assembly, pull-ring assembly and safety lever, and a
detonator case, containing a detonator. The detcmator case is crimped
to the fuze body. fhe test item is designed to cause detonation in
"•ppro'imately 4.5 seconds after ignition of the prissr. The test item
± similar to the K204A2 fuze; the zst significant differences are that
the test item has a more powerful detonator and a shorter detonator case
of larger diameter. The fuze well of the M2611 hand grenade, in which
the test item is assembled, has been modified by replacing its standard
Cuze liolder with one that is greater in diameter and shorter in length
W= tV'int of the umnodified M_.• grenade.

ee db. Control Item.-The Fuze, grenade, Hand, M204A2, hereinafter
refer-red to as the control item, assembled in tb' Grenade, Hand, Frag-
mentation, M26A1, is the current stAndard hand grenade fuze and is
dascribed in reference 4, appendix IV.

• + L'4; :BA09-1022OE.

* -+ a. In MW 1946, the War Department Xquipwnt 11oard established
.a requirement for an improved fr.agentation hand grenade with a seleolwse

"" ... time-impact fuze. The military characteristics for fragentation hand
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grenades, which include a time-impact fuze, were established in 1953 (ref
3, app IV), T"I Army Equipment Development Cuide in 1954 reiterated a
requirement for a time-impact faze but otated that as an interim measure
an improved time fuze was required (ref 6, app IV). In Feb raary 1954,
the M204A2 fuze was classified as standard type for use with the M26 hand
grenade (ref 4, app IV).

b. in order for the W204A2 fuze to function effectively with
the M26 grenades, it was necessary to place a booster charge r-ound the
fuze holder assembly within the grenade. This restricted the grenade
loading hole area to such an extent that wher the grenade was loaded
by mass productien methods excesaive cavitation in the bursting charge
resulted. In addition, omission through error of the pellets composing
the booster charge resulted in erratic functioning of the grenade. A
uniform fuze burning time was not always attained with the M204A2 fuze.
To correct these deficienoieep the TIOlIEI fuze was designed. This fuze
was provided with a more powerful detonator, which eliminated the need
of booster charges and insured more positive functioning of the grenade.
The elimintion of the booster charges also permitted better loading of
the grenade's bursting charge. It was expected that a more uniform
fuze burning time wfuld be obtained with the TIOlEl fuse (ref --:,
IV). Partial reeultr of ongi...erinw tests ar available (ref 11, appIV).

c. Test item is proposed for Tripartite Standardization and

is entered on Integrated List Sheet 1-1-4-1.

5. SU•LMR 07 TESTS.

a. The test and control items were subjected to the following
teats, Physicol' Characteristics, Safety, Puze Punctivlngs, Fragmentation,

* and Lethality, Hot and Cold Chamber, ldverse Conditions, Rifle Projection,
Hand Throwing, Suitability for Parlýhut, Delivery, Reliability, and
Comparison with Military Charscteristics (see app .1).

b. When the coordinated plan of test for the conduct of this
project was submitted for approval, and, subsequent to the completion
of scheduled tests, USCONARC directed that (ref 13, app Iv),

(1) MalfUnctions, occurring as a result of tests involving
acti.•tion of grenades under vater and in mud, not be used as a basis of
determining the suitability of the test item.

e-it (2) Rifle projeotion tests not be conducted due to the

Seli~m~lattn of this capability in future rifles.

(3) Cold chamber test be conducted at a tenperature of -250F,

ii



CONFIDENTIAL
(4) Further tests be conducted by hand throwing the grenade

into mud and water and against various types of ground surfaces to
determine the reliability of the test item in the hand thrown role.

c. This Board did not consider the results obtained ir tests
enumerated in 5b(l) and (2), above, in determining the suitabili., of
the test item for Axrny use. Ad4itional tests were devised and conducted
in accordance with paragraph 5b(4), above, and results obtained were
considered in determining the suitability of the test item.

d. Ignults.

(1) The test and control items are of the same weight and
their method of operation is identical.

(2) The test and control items are compa'rable in safety
features, effectiveness of fuze functioning, effect upon fragmentation

and lethality of the X26A1 Hand Grenade, functioning aftter hot and cold
chamber conditioning, functioning after adverse conditions storage, throwing
characteristics, effectiveness after aerial delivery and in overall
reliability.

(3) The average fuze burning time for the test Lnd control
items after subjection to cold storage for 72 hours was 5.3 sqconds.
Following three days immersion in salt water and exposure in open storage
for three weeks, the average fuze burning time for the test and control
items was 4.9 seconds. These averages exceed the 4.3 second, 1 .3 second,
s~ecified by the military characteristics. However, this variation i1
considered acceptable (see Tests Nr 5 and 6, app I).

(4) When stored under adverse conditions, thero were three
instances in which the +est and control items became loose in th'e grenade
assembly and failed to function when hand thrown. A similar deficiency
was reported in the service test of the M204A2 fuze (see Test Nr 6, app I
and ref 10, app IV).

6. CONCLUSIICS.-The United States Army nfantry Board ,oncludes
that,

ui. The Fuze, Grenade, Hand TIOll1M, assembled in thle Grernade,
Hand, Fragmentation, M26Al (Modified) is suitable for" Army use in the
tesperato zone.

b. Oorrection of the minor deficiencles will render the item
more suitable for Army use (app II).

Oft 3
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7. RzCg TIONS.--It is reooended that:

a. Contingent upon determination of suitability for Arctic use,
the Faze, Grenade, Hand, T10llEl, be adopted for Army use with the Grennde,
Hand, Fragrentaticn, M26A1 (Modified) and classified as standard type.

b. The Fuze, Grenade Ean,. TIOIIEI, with Grenade, Hand,
Fragnentation, M26Al (Modified) be further modified to correct defi-
ciencies listed in Appendix II.

c. This Bo&A be furnished one hundred (100) each of the initibl
Zr odution lot of the modified Fuze, Grenade, Hand, Fragmentation, M26A1

ified) for confirmatory test.

Appendixest HER IG
I Detailz of Test Colonel Infantry'

II h nan•a- ad President
Suggested Modifloations

III Iohotograph
IV References

o
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CONFlLDENTIAL
kP,,,X X - DETAILS OF TSTS

Report of Project Nr 2751

Test Nr 1. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS.
1. PUrP SE.--To determine and compare the physical characteristics

of the test and control items.

2. NHOD.

a. Test and control items were ph^tographed (see app Ill-1),
weighed, measured and average size and weight computed.

b. Drawings of test and control items and notes on materiel
provided by Ordnance were studied to determine their oplratiornl
characteristics.

3. RESULTS.

a. Weights (ounces)

(1) Fuze 2.5 2.5

(2) Fuzed M26AI Grenade 16 16

b. Dimcnsionn (inches)

(1) Overall length 2-12/16 3-12/16

(2) From base of bouchon to
bottom of detonator case 1-14/16 2-14/16

(3) Diameter of detonator case 6/16 5/16

c. The test and control items are assembled in the M26A1 Frag-
mentation Hand Grenade with fiber washers as the only sealant between the
bouchon and the grenade body.

d. The external appearanne of grenades containing teat and
control fuzes is identical (see app 111-1).

Test Nr 2. SAFEY

1. • •.--To determino and compare the effectiveness of the
safety features of the teat and *ontrol items.

ICE
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2. METHOD.

a. Five eachtest and control items, assembled in inert ff26A1
grenades, were armed and hand thrown in the normal manner. The average
time between release of the grenade safety lever and detonation of the
test and control items was computed and recorded.

b. Five each, test and control iterm-, assembled in inert M26A1
grenades, were rifle projected from an M-1 rifle, using the 147A3 Rifle
Grenade L~uncher, IM2 Projection Adapter, and Rifle Grerado CarTut:•ies,
Caliber .30, M3. The average time between projection and detonation of
the test and control items was computed and recorded.

c. Three stop watches were used to determine the average times
in a and b, above.

d. The effectiveness of the safety ;t¶n as a safety feature was
noted in all tests.

3. RESUIMS.

a. Average time between release of grenade safety lever and
detonation when hand thrown (time in seconds),

Test Control

(i) Maximum 4.7 4.6

(2) Miniianm 4.3 4.4

(3) Average 4.6 4.5

b. Arzrap time between projection of the grenade and detonation
when rifle proj•e•cited (time in seconds),

Test Control

(1) Maxim 5.1 5.1

(2) iW= 4.7 4.7

(3) Average 4,9 4.8

c. When rifle projeuted, the arming clip of the Projection
Adapter, N1A2, v" 3ffective in holding the safety lever of both test
arA control -items in'place after reivosl of the'safety pin. (A pre-
"viously reported deficiency with the )*124A2 Puze, ref 10, app IT) When
the safety pin of the grynadeae r removed, there was a very slight upward
movement of the safet lever under pressure of the striker and striker
spring (see app 11-2).

I 6
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CONFIDENTIAL
d. The safety pin functicoed effectively in all tests of both

tess and control items.

4. AKALYSIS.--The safety features (time of detonation after arming
and safety pin functioning) of the test anid control items are equally
effective.

Test Nr 3, FUZE FUNCTIONING.

1. PURPOSE.--To determine and compare the adequacy of the functioning
of the test and control items.

2. METHOD.

a. Five each, test and control items assembled to M26A1 grenades
were subjected to the following conditions and detonated:

(1) Submerged in muddy water for 30 minutes, allowec to
dry :,or 24 hours, armed and hand thrown.

(2) Armet and hand thrown into water, deep soupy mud, against
frozen ground, and into loose sand (employed test item only).

(3) Armed and hand thrown in the normal manner from a dis-
tance of 3 to 10 yards against a steel plate (some grenades impacted on
the fuze end and others on the base end). This test simulated conditions
that occur in a combat situation in a fortified area (employed test item
only).

(4) Armed and hand thrown in the normal maner from a dig-
tance of 3 to 10 yards into a concrete emplacement to simulate a like
combat situation. (Some grenades impacted or, the fuze end and other on
the base end.)

(5) Armed submerged in water, and the safety lever released
by hand.

(6) Securely anchored in a verticni position to a wooden
stake and covered by 1 inch of water and activate% ':- removing the safety

pin (employed test item only).

(7) Sawe as (6), above, except grenade was in a horizontal
position.

(8) Arxw.d, buried in soft mud, and the safety lever released.

(9) Rifle projected from distances of 50 to 60 yards to
impact on wooden panels, a cinder block wall and a steel plate. This
test simulated combat conditions in built up areas, firing at log bunkers,
emplaoenente, gun crews ;rotected by steel plates and concrete.

7
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CONbENTiAL
b. Data relating to fuze functioning in all tests were recorded.

3. RESULTS.

a. The following results were considered in determining the
suitability of the test item.

(1) Submerged in muddy water, alluwed to dry, hand thrown:

Nr & Type Fuze Burning Times (See)

Item Grenade Maximum Minimum Averag: Malfunctions

Test 5 Inert I • 4.3 4.6 None

Control 5 Inert 4.9 4.2 4.6 None

"(2) The test item .only was hand-throown into water, mud,
frozen ground, and sand:

Nr Test Type Impact Fuze Burning Times (Sec)
Items Grenade on Maximum Minimu= Averae Malfunctions

5 HE Water 4.7 4.4, 4.5 None

5 HE Mud 4.8 4.7 4.8 None

5 HE Frozen 4.8 4.3 4.6 None
Ground

5 HE Sard 5.0 4.4 4.6 None

(3) The test item only was hand-thrown against steel plate:

Nr & Type Puze Burning Times (Sec)
te Im t Greavý.c Maximum Minimum Avrag Malfu',n'one

Fuze end 4 Inert 2

first 1 HE

Test 5.1 4.3 4.6

Base end 6 HE Nono
first

I I
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(4) Hand thrown against concrete:

Nr & Tyr .... B- mnr T'i.e (Sec)
Item Impact Grenade Maximum Minimum Average Malfunctions

Fuze end 1 HE 3
first 4 Inert

Test A.5 4.0 4.3

Base end 2 HE None
first 4 Inert

Fuze end I HE None
first

Control1 4.6 4.4 4.5
Base end 2 HE . None

first 1

(5) Throughout the testing prograr, no evidence of noise,
smoke or spark was observed in the test and control items.

b. The following results were not considered in determining the

suitability of the test item, as directed by reference 15, appendix IV.

(i) Covered with water, safety lever releaned by hnd:

Nr & Type Fuze insrninz Time (Sec)
Item Grenade Maximum Minimum Average KMlfunctions

Test 9 Inert
6 HE 4.7 4.3 4.5 6*

Control 5 Inert
6 HE 4 7 4.0 4.4

*Note: Four of the inert items did not detonate on
the firct try. They were then re-cocked and the grenades hind-thromn.
whereupon they functioned normally.

9
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(2) Buried in mud:

Nr & Type Fuze Bum ing Tim-s I__Item Grenade Maximum Miniriun Average !pIfunctions

Test 5 Inert
6 HE 5.2 4.6 4.8 Vone

Control 5 Inert
6 HE 4.9 4.3 4.6 None

(3) Rifle projected against wood:

Nr & Type Fuze Burning Times LsecL
Item Gren e Maximum Minimum Average Malfunctions

Test 5 Inert 6.1 4.3. 5.0 None

Control 5 Inert 4.8 4.3 4.6 Nonle

(4) Rifle projected against cinder blocks:

Nr & Type Fuze Burning Times c M-
Ite Grenade 11ax-xam Minimum Average Malfunc tios

Test 6 Inert
2 HE 4.8 4.3 4.5 4

Control 4 Inert
2 HE 5.3 4.4 4.6

(5) Rifle projected against steel plate:
Nr & Type- _ Fuze Burning Tmes (Sec'!

Item Grenade Maximum inimum Average nl t ions

Test 7 Inert
1 HE

JM

Control 4 Inert
I HE.9 5.9 5.9 4

/ C FE I
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a. Test and control fuzes function effectively when hand-thrown
into water, mud, sand, and on various types of ground surfaces.

b. Test and control items function adequately when hand-thrown
into or against hard surfaces, such as steel and concrete, if impact of
the grenade is on the base end. However, if the fuze end (bouchon)
strikes a hard surface first at close ranges (3 to 10 yards), the test
item may fail to function. Of the five malfunctions occurring when the
test item impacted fuze end first against steel and concrete, three
occurred because the safety lever had not disengaged from the bouchon
before impact; one, because the shoulders of the bouchon were squeezed
together by the force of impact, preventing the striker from going for-
ward; and for one, the reason for malfunction could not be determined.
There is no significant difference between the functioning of the test
and control items under these conditions.

c. When gresndes are rifle .projected to impact on surfaces
such as wood or timber, the test and control items function adequately.
(Not considered in determinirg suitability.)

d. When grenades were rifle-projected against hard surfaces
such as steel and concrete, hct1i test and control items had high per-
centages of rwfunctions. The cause of these malfunctions could not be
determined. The safety levers had separated from the grenades in flight
Ratisfactorily and examination revealed no breaks in the fuze bodies.
The functioning of both test and control It'-ms is unsuitable when rifle-
projected against steel and concrete. (Not considered in determining
suitability.)

Test Nr 4, FRAGMENTATION AMD LETHALITY.

1. PURPCSE.--To determine and compare the fragmentation pattern
and lethality of grenades when detonated with the test and control items.

2. METHOD.

a. M26Al grenades, fuzed with the test and control items, were
individuplly detcnated statically in the center of a circle composed of
fragmentation panels made of commercially dressed 1 inch pine boards
(0/4 inch by actual measurement) 6 feet high placed at a radius of 5
yards. Two grenades of each type were oriented with fuzee vertical and
three of each type were oriented with fuzes horizontal 'And detonated as
follows:

(1) At ground level.

(2) At ground level, plastered with mud.

CONF-IDENTIAL
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(3) In pan of water at ground level, with water covering

t•ho grenade body.

b. M26A1 grenades, fuzed with the test azv_ control items, were
individually detonated statically in the common center of two semicircles
oomposed of fragntation panels made of commercially dressed 1 inch pin6
board (3/4 inch by actual measurement) 6. feet high. One semicircle had
a radius of 10 yards. Directly opposite the open face of this semicircle,
the second semicircle with a radius of 20 yards was set up so that the
diameters of both semicircles fell in a cion line and no portion of the
semicircles overlapped. The grenades were oriented and detonated in the
same manner as in 2(a) above, except 'that when oriented horizontally
the base and fuze ends were pointing to the •ctures of the two semi-
circles.

o. The fag•.enta.tion pattern of each grenade was recorded to
show the number Qf penetrations, perforations, and 1 foot squares of
panel area below the 3 foot level perforated by one or more fragents.
Fragments which did not perforate the panels were not considered lethal.

3. REST.
a. Ground Level.

FMZE VERTICAL (AVERAGES) Percentage of Mr of 1 ft Sqs
Decrease in Per. Below 3 ft Level

Distance Total Perorations forations from Containing
Nr to Pene- Above Below 5, 10, and 20 One or More

""Item Gren Target traions, 3 ft 3 ft Total Yards Perforations

2 5 yd 1012 145 22- 371 165
Test 2 10 yd 725 82 46 128 65% Not Recorded

2 20 yd 145 11 6 17 9 Not Recorded

. 2 -5y * 912 131 1183 314 .35

Control 2 10 yd 624 65 55 120 62% Not Recorded

2 20 yd 151 2 8 10 97% Not Recorded

Notet Figures for grenades detonated within senicircleo
corrocted to 3600

CON1OENTIAL
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FUZE H0RJ.UTAL (AVERAGES) - Percentage of Nr of-i ft Sqs

Decrease in Per- Below 3 ft Level
Distance Total Per-forations forations from Containing

r to Pene- Above Belov 5. 10, and 2C One or More
Item Gren Target trations 3 f ft Tctal Yards Perfcrctionn

3 5 yd 946 77 124 201 95

Test 3 10 yd 663 45 55 100 Not Recorded

20 yd 159 11 8 19 91V Not Recorded

3 5 yd 1007 84 118 202 89

Control 3 10 yd 714 42 49 91 55% 1;ot Rccor-de

"7 20 yd 144 8 7 15 93" Nct Recorded

Note: Figtu-L for grew.dez otc•....... q sericircles
corrected to 3600.

b. When M26A1 grenades fuzed with test and control items were
detonated at grorand level in mud and water, pe.netrations were negligible
at all ranges. At 5 yards from the target, the test fuzed grenade produced
a total of four perfoiatoLons and the control ifazed grenade produced one.
At greater ranges (10-20 yards), neither type produced perforations.,

c. When the X26A1 grenade was detonaited at ground level rith
the test and control items oriented horizentnily, there was an ar'i on the
circle of panels of approximately 600 opposite the fuze end ,nd npproi-
mately 70c opposite the base end of the. grenades that received cnrparatlvely
few penetrations and a negligible rumlbher of perforations.

d. iionm below for comparison purposes are fragmenta-;ion results
obtained in toIz projeot and reaults reported cn Project Nr 2580, Test of
the M26 Hand Grenade fuzed with the 1V04A1 Fu.ze (ref 5, app IV). Grenadel
detonated statically at ground level, with I.;ze horizcntalt

Comparison of average numzzber perforation3 leloi, 3 foot levvl

on fragmentation panels 6 feet highz

'Item .ani to Targ,,t "Perforeit o.

X26 W/M204A1 Fuze 5 yurds 78- 5

M26A1 w/M204A2 Fuze 5 yaw~do 110

M26A1 w/TIO1E). Fuze 5 yards 124 58%

CON'DENTIAL
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4. ANALYSIS.

a. The analysis of the results of fragmentation when the grenade
is positimied within a circular target area of 5 yard radius composed of
fragmrentation panels 6 feet high are as follows:

(1) There is no major difference in fragmentation effective-
ness between test and control fuzed grenades when grenade is positioned
with fuze vertical or when the fuze is horizontal. Both types give better
fragmentation results when positioned with fuze vortical, as evidenced by
a marked increase in both number of lethal fragments and number of square
feet receiving lethal fragments on the target when positioned in this
manner. In Test Wr 8, HAML TEROWMIG, it was noted that the grenade will
position itself after impact in a vertical or near vertical position
approximately 2 per cent of the throws.

(2) Neither the test nor the control fuzed grenade has
a near uniform fragmentaticz dibpersion pattern when detonated in a
horizontal pciticn., Tergets opposite the base and fuze ends of bot
types receive an insignificant number of lethal fragments. The arc of
the circle receiving few lethal fragments totals approximately 13&
This is the combined area opposite the fuze and base ends.

(3) The test and control fuzed grerades each show a sub-
stantial increase in lethal fra~pentation over the limite_ standard M-26
grenade as evidenced by a 50-58% increase in lethal fragmentation below
the 3 foot level at a 5 yard range.

(4) Both test and control iuzed grenades are equally in-
effective when detonated in mud or water.

b. The analysis of the decline in the average of total number
of lethal perforations by the test and control fuzed grenades, when poci-
tioned horizontally 5, 10 and 20 yards within a circular target area
composed of fragmentation panels 6 feet high, is as follows,

(1) From 5 to 10 yards.--The test fuzed grenade showed a
decrease of 50 per cent in perforations and the control izaed grer.ade
showed a decrease of 55 per cent.

(2) Twent ards.--At this distanco both test and control
fi.ed grenades became relatively ineffective. Both items gave a small
=ber of lethal fragments spread over a relatively large area.

I 214
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Test fr 5. HOT AND COLD CHAMBER.

1. PURPOSE.--To determine and compare the effect of extreme tempera-
tures on the test and control items.

2. MEM1 OD.

a. M26Al grenades fuzed wt.th the test and control items were
stored in a hot chamber at 125°F at maximum humidity for 72 hours. The
grenades were examined for damage and then transported in an insulated
container to the range and detonated by hand throwing.

b. M26AI grenades fuzed with the test and control items were
stored in a cold chamber at -30OF for 72 hours. The grenades were examined
for damage and then transported in an insulated container to the range
and detcrated by hand throwing. (Subsequent to the conduct of this test
USCONARC di'-ected that items be conditioned ai -25°F, ref 13, app IV.)
All test and control items had been expended in original tests and none
w'ere available for retest of this phase.

3. RESULTS.--Shown below are the fuze burning times of1test and
control items following hot and cold chamber storage. All fuzed grenades
functioned (Time in Seconds).

Time from A ing HOT CHAMB [. COLD CHAMBER

to Detonation Test Control Test Control

Maximum Time 5.0 4.7 5.6 5.4

ML-ni-imum Time 4.1 •.9 5.1 5.2

AvarAg, 4.4 4.2 5.3 5.3

4. AALYSIS.

a. The test and control 1.ems function adequately with high
order detonations after having been subjected to extreme highs of tempera-
ture aid humidity.

b. The test and control items function adequately with high order
detonations, but show an appre-iable increase in the averaee bunting time
aftcr having been Eubjected to an extreme Iw temperature. This increase
in burning time for the test and control items is .7 second more thmn the
maximum time (4.3 _ .3 seconds) stated in the military oharacteriatics.

O I N15
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Test Nr 6, ADVERSE CONDITIONS.

1. PUKID(E.--To determine and compare the effects of adverse oon-
ditions upon the petformarnce of the test ,and control items.

2. METHOD.

a. M26A1 grenades fuzed with the test and control items were
removed from their containers and subjected to the following conditionst

(1) Five each type fuzed grenades were submerged in fresh
water for three days.

(2) Five each ty-pe fuzed grenades were submerged in fresh
water for three hours, then exposed to the elements for thirty days.

(3) Five each type fuzed grenades were submerged in salt
water (l pound of salt to 2j gallons of water) for three days.

(4) Five each type fuzed grenades were submerged in salt
water for three days and then exposed to the elements for three weeks.

b. After storage under adverse conditions listed in 2a, above,
the fuzed grenades were inspected for damage and detonated by hand
throwing.

3. RESULTS.

a. Visual eamination of the test and control items after
storage under adverse conditions revealed no damage.

b. The test and control items functioned adequately. However,
when the grenades, which had been submerged in salt water for three days
and placed in open storage for three weeks, were hand-thrown sevee.l
malfunctions occurred. Oe each test and control item beoame unscrewed
from the grenade upon impact with the ground. One test item became
unscrewed from the grenade in flight. The safety lever of one control
item did not come off immediately upon being thrown, Irut did come off
upon impact with the ground.

0I 16
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CONFIDENTA L
HEADQUARTERS

UNITED STATES CONTINENTAL ARMY COMMAND
Fort Monroe, Virginia

ATDEV-3 471/48(c},(16 May 58) 16 May 1958

SUBJECT: Report of US Army Infantry Board, Project Nr 2751 (Temperate),
Service Test of Fuze, Grenade, Hand, TIOIEI (DA Project Nr
505-04-001) (U)

TO: Chief of Research and Development
Department of the Army
Washington 25, DC

1. (UNCLASSIFIED) Inclosed is a copy of Report of US Army
Infantry Board, Project Nr 2751 (Temperate), 19 March 1958, subject:
"Service Test of Fi•ze, Grenade, Hand. T1011EI (DA Project 505-04-001(U))::

2. (UNCLASSIFIED) Commanding General, United States Continen-
tal Army Command. concurs in the conclusions of President, US Army
Infantry Board, as stated in paragraph 6 and approves the recommenda-
tions in paragraph 7, inclosed report, as restated below.

3. (CONFIDENTIAL) It is recommended that:

a. The Fuze, Grenade, Hand, TIOllEl, be adopted for Army
use with the Grenade, Hand, Fragmentation, M26AI (Modified), and be
type classified as standard type, Modernization Code A.

b. The Fuze, Grenade, Hand. T10I1El. with Grenade. Hand,
MZ6AI (Modified), be further modified to correct the deficiencies cited
in appendix It, inclosed report.

c. President, US Army Infantry Board, be furnished 100
each of the initial production lot of the modified Fuze, Grenade, Hand,
TI011EI, with Grenade, Hand, Frawrmentation, M26A1 (Modified), for
confirrnator y test.

IEGRADING DATA CANNOT
? 2 �� E PREDETERMINED
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CONFIDENTIA L

4. (UNCLASSIFIED) It is requested that CG, USCONARC, ATTN:
Materiel Developments, be notified of action taken.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

I Incl LEONARD, S. LEE
Rept of USA Ini Bd, Major, AGC

Proj Nr 275.11(-Iemp- Asst Adjutant General
erate),, 19 Mar 58,
w/app I-IV

Copies furnished:

rl (USA Inf Bd w/o.inc1J

CG's
Third USA (w/o incl)

CDEC
Coomdt

LUSACGSC
USAARMS

USAAMS
USAIS

USCONARC Ln Off
Aberdeen PG

Pentagon (w/o incl)

British, Canadian, ,' Marine
Ln Q4,, Hq USCONA.RC'(w//o'inr4)

Hq, USMC
Dir, Marine Corps Ldg Force Dev Cen

Cored, ASTIA

/m
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c. Shown below aice the burning times of test and control items

after 3torage under adverse conditions.

3 Days in
3 Days 3 Hrs in Water 3 Days in Salt Water

Item ig Wat= 30 Iys Storage Salt Water 3 Wks Storage

Maximum 4.5 sec 4.8 sec 4.8 sec 5.0 s8

Test Minimum 4.2 see 4.3 sec 4-4 sec 4.7 see

Average 4.4 seo 4.4 sec 4.6 sec 4.9 see

Maximum 4.4 sec 4.4 sec 4.7 sec 5.1 sec

Control Minimum 4.1 sec 4.0 sec 4.2 sec 4.8 sec

Average 4.3 sec 4.3 sec 4.4 sec 4.9 sec

4. ANALYSIS.

a. Test and control items function adequately after being sub-
jeoted to storage under adverse conditions.

b. The lack of a sealing compound between the fuze and the
grenade, as noted in Test Nr 1, PFESICAL CHARACTERISTICS, _may permit
the test and control items to become unscrewed from the grenade in some
instances when hand thrown after storage unuer adverse conditions. This
may adversely affect functioning.

c. The increase in burning time of the test and control items
following immersion in salt water and open storage for three weeks, miot
be attributable to the freezing temperatures prevailing a80 - 32°?) during

this test.

17
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*Tegt Nr 7, PIFLE PROJECTION.

1. PURPOSE.--To determine and compare the performance of the test

and control fuzed grenades when projected from a rifle.

2. METHOD.

a. M26A1 grenades fuzed with test and control items wera pro-
jected from an M-i rifle in a machine rest, utilizing the M713 rifle
grenade launcher, M1A2 grenade launcher adapter and M3 rifle grenade
cartridges. The rifle was laid at various elevations from 350 to 600
mils to determine the maximum range attainable.

N. ,126A1 grenades fuzed with test and control items were rifle-
projected using the same system as described in a, above, so as to impact
against a t-*nk hull, a concrete block, and the ground at ranges varying
from 75 to 150 yards to determine stability in flight and reliability
of arming.

c. The stability in f.ight and reliability of arming of the
test and control items when rifle-launched was observed and recorded.

d. Faze burning times were determined from time of projection

to detonation.

3. RESULTS.

a. Rifle Projected to Obtain Maximum Rang.

_AVRAGE RANGES ATTAINED
F .. e Burning

Nr & Type Elevation Range Time (Sec)
Items Grenade (Mile) (Yards) Max Min |Av Malfunctions

500 135 5.2 4.5 4.8 None
6 Inert

Teat 5 HE 550 150

600 **Air-
,_burst ,,

500 140 5.0 4.5 4.7 None

Control 5 HE 550 148

600 **Air-
burst

* Subsequent to conduct of this test, USCONARC direci.ed that rifle •roJection

tests not be conducted (ref 13, app IV). The results of this tesi were not
considered in determi~ing the suitability of the test item.

**Airbursts were approximately 150-175 yards from projection point ard varied

approximately ' to 50 feet in height above the ground.

CON OIDENTIAL
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b. Rifle Projected Against Various Surfaces.

Nr & Type Souze Burnind Time....

Item Grenade Impact On (Seconds) Malfunctions
2 HE

2 Inert Steel 4.8 2*

Tee'$ 3 HE

T Tnert Concrete 5.6 3

4HE
3 Inert Ground 4.7 0

2 HE
1 Inert Steel 5.0 2*

Control 1 HE
2 Inert Concrete 5.4 I*

15 E Ground 4.8 0

*Notes In all instances primers had been struck by the

striker prior to impact on the steel or concrete.

c. The majority of the grenades and adapters, when rifle pro-
jected as in a and b, above, were stable in flight. "'here were a few
instances in which some wobbling of the adapter occurred. However, thcre
were no instances of tumbling observed.

4. ANALYSIS.

a. The maximum range attained with M26A1 grenades O'uzed with
both test and control items when rifle projected was approximately 150
yaxds. Lrv' airburst3 were difficult to attain due to variation in fuze
burning ,imes of both test and nontrol items. Te3t and control items
function a~o-'zt61y when impact of the fuzed grenade is with the growund.

hf V)A t.n- f . i-,ad fuzed with test and con-
trol items whin rifle projected aginst steel and concrete is unsatis-
factory. Fifty-five per cent (55%) of the test and fifty per cent (5Wi)
of the control items projected in this mr~nner failed to function.

Test Nr 8. HAND TK.,•'&IK.

1. PURPOBE.--To determine and compi.re the perfoia.nce of the M?6Al
grenade fuzed with the test and control items when thrown by hand.

2. M•NPOD.

a. Ten men of varying degrees of physical capabilit; threw
ten each inert grenades fuzed with tet't and control items from the
standing position to obtain maximum range.

I CI19CONFIDENTIAL
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b. Ten men of varying degrees of physical capability threw

ten each inert &relnaes fuzed with test and control 1+c-= at a Dull's-eye
type horizontal target from the prone position at a range of 25 yards to
ascertain accuracy. The point of impact of all throws was measured
from the center of the target. This test was repeated from the ;tanding
position.

c. Test in b, above, was repeated at a range of 40 yards.

3. RESULTS.

a. There is no difference in the distance nor accuracy attained
with the M26A1 grenade fuzed with the 'test and contrcl items when hand
thrown.

b. The average maximum distance for test and control fu'ed

grenades was 143 feet.

c. Average throwing error (test and control fuzed grenade).

Distance
(Yards) Position Qf Thrower Error (feet)

25 Prone 5.0

25 Standing 3.4

40 Prone 12.6

40 Standing 71.9

rest Nr 9. SUITABILITY FOR PARACHUTE..EvwI.

1. FURPPS.--To determine and compare the suitability of the test
item for parachute delivery.

• • 2. MMETOD.

, a. Five M26A1 grenades fuzed with the test iter. were packed
Sin a standard shipping box so that they would impact on the ground with

the test ttem up. This box also contained sufficient sand in individual
grenade containers to cause the box to be equivalent in weight to a box
of 25 grernadC. This box was included with enough sand filled boxes to
make a bundle having a total weiett of 300 pounds. The bundle was 4ropped
from a C-119, cargo type airoraft.-flyinF rit _, speed of 15.0 Z , 0. MI

altitude of 1000 feet onto an unimproved drop zone, utilizing a G-lA
cargo type parachute.

1 CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL
b. The same test as 2a, above, was repeated but grenades were

packed so that items would impact on the ground with the test item down
in the direction of impact.

c. The same test as 2a, above, was repeated but grenades were
packed so that items would impact on the ground with the test item hori-
zontal to the direction of impact.

d. The three tests listed in 2a, b, and c, above were repeated
with the grenades fuzed with tho control item.

e. The three tests in 2a, b, c, and d above, were repeated
but the cargo parachute was riggod to malfunction in each case.

f. Upon completion of the cargo drops, the test and control
items were inspected for damage and serviceability by ordnance per-
sonnel.

3. RESULTS.

a. In -wo instances when delivered by malfunctioning .... ,t.e
the handles of the grenades were bent in varying degrees but the items
were not rendered unserviceable. One grenade was thrown from its con-
tainers several feet from the point of impact. Upon being recovered and
ins.•ec -ed it was found to be serviceable. Two grenades were slightly
flattened on one side at their widest diameter when delivered by ml-
ftmctionin6 narachute. All grenades were determined visually to be
safe for handling and were trpnsported to the grenade range and detonated.
.1ll test and control- fuzed grenades detonated wk I dgh order detonations
(app 111-3).

b. Effect of impact upon buring time of the test and control
item (time in skeconds).

_______TEST _______CONRTROL

'NCTIONf•lG M&o2UUCTIVD•'G MUOCTIONG MkLFUNCTIaZTIG
Position of 7lxze to _.PARACHUTE PARACHUTE PARACH- PA
Direction of .Pa._t ,Max Min IM Mi Av Max AMin Avg Max l

Puze Horizontal 5.0 4.3 4.6 4.8 4.2 4.4 5.0 4.4 4.7 4.8 4.2 4.5

Fuze Up 5.0 4.3 4.7 4.9 4.1 4.6 4"9 40 4.6 4.9 4.0 4.6

Fuze Down 5.0 4.4 4.8 5.0 4.4 4.8 4 0 4,6 5.0 4.6 4.e

I E
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4. ANALYSIS.

a. The test and control items are suitable for aeril delivery
by functioning cargo parachute.

b. When test and control items are delivered by malfunctioning
parachute, damage may result to individual grenades. A thorough axari-
nation should be made of each individual grenade while it is still in
its container to determine if any d hn e hms occurred which would vender
it unsafe.

c. The average time from a-rming to detonaLtion of test and
control items deliveieý" by both functioning tnd ralfunctioning p.rchute
is increased in some instances. This increase in fuze buring Time ap,ýenrz

to depend upon the degree of shock to which each individutl bundle is
oubjected.

Test Kr 10, RELIABILITY.

1. P1P-POSE.--To determine and compare the rcliaLbflit.1 of thrý test
and control items.

2. METHOD.--All the data recorded, when grenades were detonated
statically and by hand throwing, were studied, analyzed and corqpared
to determine the reliability of the test and control itotn.

3. RESULTS.--Shown below are the results of all detor.ations of
M26A1 grenades fuzed with the test and control items under various
conditions.

a. Not subjected to abnormal conditions:

_r." Max Time Avg
Under 3.0-3,9 4.0-4.6 4.7-5.0 5.1-6.0 Variatio Trime

Itm5 . 0 §Dee Sec See Sec Seo (See) •(S-e2) Dudp

Test (Per-

centa( 4 of
total) 57 0 2(3%) 38(67g%) 11(19%) 1(2,) 1.2 4.6 5(9%)*

Control

(Percent-
age of
total) 34 0 5(15%) 25(73%) 4(2%) 0 1.5 4.3 0

• Lote Dude occurred when grenades fuzed with test item were

hand-thrown against steel and concrete and impacted with the fuze end first.

62
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b. Subjected to abnormal conditions (Hot and Cold Chý=Ier, advorce

conditions, parachute delivery)

Max Time ,.vg
Under 3.0-3.9 4.0-4.6 4.7-5.0 5.1-6.0 Variation Time

,Item Pr 3.0 Sec Sec Sec Seo Sec (Sec) (Sec) Dads

Test (Per-
centas of
Total) 90 0 0 42(47ý) 43(48%) 5(5%) 1.4 4.6 2*

Control
(Percent-

a.&e of
total) 601 0 1(2c) 32(53%) 22(0Z) 5(E•) 1.5 4.6 1*

*Notes The test and control items functioned normwlly, but. when

hand-thrown they becene unscrewed from the grenades in flight or upon im-
pact with the ground due to lack of sealant between the fuze and the grenade.
These particular items had been immersed in salt water and placed in open
storage for three weeks prior to detonation.

4. ANALYSIS.

a. No low order detorntion occurred during the conduct of
this project. Ninety-seven per cent (97%) of the test and one hundred
I.r cent (1001) of the control Ai'zes functioned reliably uwder all con-
dItionc. There is no significant difference between the reliability
of the test and control items.

b. Neither the test nor the control items fully meet the mili-
tary characteristics of having a 4.3 + .3 second fuze burning time between
activation and detonation. However, ninety-two per cent (92•) of the
test items and eighty-nine per cent (89%) of the control items had.
burning time of 4.0-5.0 seconda under all cbnditions. The control item
shoved a slightly greatei maximum time variation in fuze burning time
than did the test item.

Test Wr 11, CQG ARS0K WI)= MILITARY CHARACTERISTICS.

1. FURP(F..-To determine thp extent to vhich the test item meets
the avproved milltary characteristics for fragmentation hand grenade fuzee.

2. •0•.-The results of all tests were analyzed to determine the
degree to which the test item meets the approved ndlitary charaoteristics.

)3
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5. RESULTS.

"J•liliary Characteristics Discussion

* * * * * E X T R A C T (ref 3, app Iv)

4. ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS.

(e) Military characteristics
of each country will determine type of
ftv,, to be used.

To permit interchange of Although the threads of the test
fuzes, *the fuze well and threads shall item will fit the M26AI grenade, the
be common to all three countries. faze well of the M26A1 greaade,

designod to accept the M204A2 fuze,
is too small in diameter to accept
the detonator case of the tAst
item (Test Nr I).

The time element to be Requirement met to an acceptable
used by all three countries shall be degree. The degree to which this
4.53 econds plus or minus 0.3 seconds is met depends upon. adoption action
after projection. by the Tripartite ocuntries.

The op-ration of the fuze Requirement met (Test Nr 3).
shall be noiseless, smokeless and

"* sn.raklen A.

5 RJ.M ~UL CHARACTERISTICS.* 41 * * 4 * * *

(b) If a handle is provided M26AI Grenade has no handle.
it shall not contain the fuze.

* E X T R A C T (ref 2, app IV)

":* 41 * 41 1 41 41 4

e. Fuse: The grenade shall Requirement not fully met. The
be provided with a fuze containing fuze contains a time element only.
time and impact elements.

I #24
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(2) Impact Elements

(a) The grenade shall Item has no impact element.
detonate by action of the impact element
during the interval 1 second to 4.3 seconds
plus or minus 0.3 seconds after arming. If
upon impact an instantaneous detonation re-
duces lethality of the grenade, a fractional
second to position the grenade for maximum
lethality will be desirable.

(b) A blow equivalent Item has no impact element.
to dropping the grenade 18" on concrete
shall be required to cause impact element
of the fuze to operate, after arming.

(3) Time ERement:

The grenade shall Requirement not fully met. Times
detonate by action of the time element of detonation after arming in Test
4.3 seconds plus or minus 0.3 seconds Nr 5, HOT AND COLD CHAMBER (after
after arming. cold storage and in TestNr 6),

ADVERSE CONDITIONS (after open

storage for 3 weeks following
immersion in salt water), were .7
and .3 seconds, respectively,
greater than the maximum time of
4.6 seconds. However, this is
oona•dared acceptable perfoxz,4nue.

I 25
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APPENDIX II - DEFICIENCIES AND SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS

Report of Project Nr 2751

The def-'ciencies listed in this appendix are minor deficiencies,
the correction of which will increase the desirability of the item, but
which need not be corrected to mcke this item suitable for Army use.

Minor Defigienoy Results Suggested Modification

1. Faze burning times Fails to meet the Correct.
between 4.6 and 5.3 military character-
seconds. (Tests Nr 5 istics of 4.3 seconds,
and 6, app I.) + .3 seconds, fuze

burning time,

2. TIOlEl fuzes were Disassembly of fuze Correct.
assembled in M26A1 from grenade -when
grenades without hand thrown.
sealing coziapound
between fuze and
grenade and became
loose when stored
under adverse con-
ditions (Test Nr 6,
apI).

0W1 E6
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